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Why we wanted to research student-teacher 
relationships
● It’s the biggest problem at our school
● Students complain about it a lot
● We want to make it better for our school
● Wanted to see both sides -- student and teacher



Our Survey
108 surveys were taken by 7th and 8th graders

8 teachers were surveyed 

Our survey was conducted in December 2017 during 1st hour classes



Do teachers at your school resolve issues in  
timely and effective manner?



Do teachers at your school resolve issues in a timely  
effective manner?
“Sometimes, but I’ve noticed a lot of teachers who just tell us to stop, and 
barely do anything, but finally get mad and blame everyone.”

“This school says no bullying yet it still happens like we really got some ‘great 
stuff’ here.”

“It depends on who you are. I think that the social workers/behavior deans are 
busy but will try to get to you (if you need it) ASAP. But as for some classroom 
teachers, not really.”

Teacher said: “I certainly struggle with this -- sometimes I embarrass students 
in front of their peers.”



Have you ever tried to see the problem thro   
teachers’ (or students’) perspective?



Have you ever tried to see the problem thro   
teachers’ (or students’) perspective?
“Yes, but sometimes, it is hard to see why they issue a consequence so quickly 
& sometimes unfairly.”

I guess the teacher see’s two kids having a verbal fight and the teacher does 
not want to deal with it because the teacher still has to teach. 



If there is an issue, do teachers take time ou   
their day to dig deeper into why you are beh  
the way you are ?



Do you feel like building a better relationshi   
your teacher will help how you perform in th  
classroom ?



Do students take responsibility for their actio  



On a scale from 1-10, how would you rate your relationship with your 
teachers ?



What We Noticed
● Some students didn’t take it seriously
● Those who did wrote explanations and tried to prove their point
● A lot of us have experienced this with our teachers



Ask the audience
Do you think students and teachers at your school have the same idea of what 
makes a good relationship?



Our Recommendations
● Students at Keewaydin need to support each other to end bullying
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